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Abstrat

The XTAG projet at the University of Pennsylvania has been an on-going projet sine about 1988.

At present, the projet onsists of (1) the onstrution of a wide overage lexialized tree-adjoining

grammar (LTAG) for English, relatively smaller grammars for Chinese, Korean, and Hindi, and the

assoiated parsers, inluding statistial proessing and (2) extration of LTAG grammars from annotated

orpora and their use in statistial parsing, for improving annotations, and for ross-linguisti mappings

useful for mahine translation. These two main diretions of the projet provide a unique environment for

pursuing several formal, linguisti, omputational, and statistial aspets of natural language proessing.

In this paper we will present an introdution to LTAG, an overview of the XTAG projet, and a brief

desription of some spei� e�orts, espeially those related to parsing.

1 Introdution

The XTAG projet at the University of Pennsylvania has been an on-going projet sine about 1988.

At present, the projet onsists of (1) the onstrution of a wide overage lexialized tree-adjoining

grammar (LTAG) for English[XTAG Researh Group, 2001℄ and relatively smaller grammars for Chi-

nese, Korean, and Hindi, and the assoiated parsers, inluding statistial proessing and (2) extration

of LTAG grammars from annotated orpora and their use in statistial parsing, for improving anno-

tations, and for ross-linguisti mappings useful for mahine translation. These two main diretions

of the projet provide a unique environment for pursuing several formal, linguisti, omputational,

and statistial aspets of natural language proessing. In this paper we will present an introdution

to LTAG, an overview of the XTAG projet, and a brief desription of some spei� e�orts, espe-

ially those related to parsing. The plan of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2 TAGs (LTAGs) are

introdued, providing a disussion of the important issue of lexialization and how it leads to TAGs

(LTAGs). In Setion 3 some important properties of TAGs have been desribed. In Setion 4 some

seleted e�orts (espeially some reent ones) in the XTAG projet have been disussed briey, followed

by a onlusion setion (Setion 5).

The earliest stohasti variants of TAG were proposed by [Resnik, 1992, Shabes, 1992℄. LTAG

grammars have been extrated from annotated orpora[Xia et al., 2001, Xia, 2001, Chiang, 2000℄

1

,

whih in turn have been used for statistial parsing [Chiang, 2000, Sarkar, 2001℄. The statistial
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See also [Chen and Vijay-Shanker, 2000℄, whih is not a part of the XTAG projet. This work is being arried out

at the University of Delaware.



parsing work done in TAGs emphasizes the use of lexialized elementary trees and the reovery of the

best derivation for a given sentene rather than the best parse tree.

2 Tree-adjoining grammars

Tree-adjoining grammar (TAG) is a formal tree rewriting system. TAG and Lexialized Tree-Adjoining

Grammar (LTAG) have been extensively studied both with respet to their formal properties and

to their linguisti relevane. TAG and LTAG are formally equivalent, however, from the linguisti

perspetive LTAG is the system we will be onerned with in this paper. We will often use these

terms TAG and LTAG interhangeably.

The motivations for the study of LTAG are both linguisti and formal. The elementary objets

manipulated by LTAG are strutured objets (trees or direted ayli graphs) and not strings. Using

strutured objets as the elementary objets of the formal system, it is possible to onstrut formalisms

whose properties relate diretly to the study of strong generative apaity (i.e., strutural desriptions),

whih is more relevant to the linguisti desriptions than the weak generative apaity (sets of strings).

Eah grammar formalism spei�es a domain of loality, i.e., a domain over whih various dependen-

ies (syntati and semanti) an be spei�ed. It turns out that the various properties of a formalism

(syntati, semanti, omputational, and even psyholinguisti) follow, to a large extent, from the

initial spei�ation of the domain of loality.
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Figure 1: Domain of loality of a ontext-free grammar

2.1 Domain of loality of CFGs

In a ontext-free grammar (CFG) the domain of loality is the one level tree orresponding to a rule

in a CFG (Fig. 1). It is easily seen that the arguments of a prediate (for example, the two arguments

of likes) are not in the same loal domain. The two arguments are distributed over the two rules (two

domains of loality){ S ! NP V P and V P ! V NP . They an be brought together by introduing

a rule S ! NP V V P . However, then the struture provided by the VP node is lost. We should

also note here that not every rule (domain) in the CFG in (Fig. 1) is lexialized. The four rules on

the right are lexialized, i.e., they have a lexial anhor. The rules on the left are not lexialized.

The seond and the third rules on the left are almost lexialized, in the sense that they eah have



a preterminal ategory (V in the seond rule and ADV in the third rule), i.e., by replaing V by

likes and ADV by passionately these two rules will beome lexialized. However, the �rst rule on the

left (S ! NP V P ) annot be lexialized. Can a CFG be lexialized, i.e., given a CFG, G, an we

onstrut another CFG, G

0

, suh that every rule in G

0

is lexialized and T (G), the set of (sentential)

trees (i.e., the tree language of G) is the same as the tree language T (G

0

) of G

0

? It an be shown that

this is not the ase [Joshi and Shabes, 1997℄. Of ourse, if we require that only the string languages

of G and G

0

be the same (i.e., they are weakly equivalent) then any CFG an be lexialized. This

follows from the fat that any CFG an be put in the Greibah normal form where eah rule is of the

form A! w B1 B2 ::: Bn where w is a lexial item and the B

0

s are nonterminals. The lexialization

we are interested in requires the tree languages (i.e., the set of strutural desriptions) be the same,

i.e., we are interested in the bf `strong' lexialization. To summarize, a CFG annot be strongly

lexialized by a CFG. This follows from the fat that the domain of loality of CFG is a one level tree

orresponding to a rule in the grammar. Note that there are two issues we are onerned with here{

lexialization of eah elementary domain and the enapsulation of the arguments of the lexial anhor

in the elementary domain of loality. The seond issue is independent of the �rst issue. From the

mathematial point of view the �rst issue, i.e., the lexialization of the elementary domains of loality

is the ruial one. We an obtain strong lexialization without satisfying the requirement spei�ed in

the seond issue (enapsulation of the arguments of the lexial anhor). Of ourse, from the linguisti

point of view the seond issue is very ruial. What this means is that among all possible strong

lexializations we should hoose only those that meet the requirements of the seond issue. For our

disussions in this paper we will assume that we always make suh a hoie.
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X
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X

Figure 2: Substitution
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2.2 Lexialization of CFGs

Now we an ask the following question. Can we strongly lexialize a CFG by a grammar with a larger

domain of loality? Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show a tree substitution grammar where the elementary objets

(building bloks) are the three trees in Fig. 3 and the ombining operation is the tree substitution

operation shown in Fig. 2. Note that eah tree in the tree substitution grammar (TSG), G

0

is lexi-

alized, i.e., it has a lexial anhor. It is easily seen that G

0

indeed strongly lexializes G. However,

TSGs fail to strongly lexialize CFGs in general. We show this by an example. Consider the CFG, G,

in Fig. 4 and a proposed TSG, G

0

. It is easily seen that although G and G

0

are weakly equivalent they

are not strongly equivalent. In G

0

, suppose we start with the tree �

1

then by repeated substitutions

of trees in G

0

(a node marked with a vertial arrow denotes a substitution site) we an grow the right

side of �

1

as muh as we want but we annot grow the left side. Similarly for �

2

we an grow the left

side as muh as we want but not the right side. However, trees in G an grow on both sides. Hene,

the TSG, G

0

, annot strongly lexialize the CFG, G [Joshi and Shabes, 1997℄.
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Figure 4: A tree substitution grammar
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Figure 5: Adjoining

We now introdue a new operation alled `adjoining' as shown in Fig. 5. Adjoining involves spliing

(inserting) one tree into another. More spei�ally, a tree � as shown in Fig. 5 is inserted (adjoined)

into the tree � at the node X resulting in the tree . The tree �, alled an auxiliary tree, has a

speial form. The root node is labeled with a nonterminal, say X and on the frontier there is also

a node labeled X alled the foot node (marked with *). There ould be other nodes (terminal or

nonterminal) nodes on the frontier of �, the nonterminal nodes will be marked as substitution sites

(with a vertial arrow). Thus if there is another ourrene of X (other than the foot node marked

with *) on the frontier of � it will be marked with the vertial arrow and that will be a substitution

site. Given this spei�ation, adjoining � to � at the node X in � is uniquely de�ned. Adjoining an
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Figure 6: Adjoining arises out of lexialization

also be seen as a pair of substitutions as follows: The subtree at X in � is detahed, � is substituted

at X and the detahed subtree is then substituted at the foot node of �. A tree substitution grammar

when augmented with the adjoining operation is alled a tree-adjoining grammar (lexialized tree-

adjoining grammar beause eah elementary tree is lexially anhored). In short, LTAG onsists of a

�nite set of elementary trees, eah lexialized with at least one lexial anhor. The elementary trees

are either initial or auxiliary trees. Auxiliary trees have been de�ned already. Initial trees are those

for whih all nonterminal nodes on the frontier are substitution nodes. It an be shown that any CFG

an be strongly lexialized by an LTAG [Joshi and Shabes, 1997℄.

In Fig. 6 we show a TSG, G

0

, augmented by the operation of adjoining, whih strongly lexializes

the CFG, G. Note that the LTAG looks the same as the TSG onsidered in Fig. 4. However, now

trees �

1

and �

2

are auxiliary trees (marked with *) that an partiipate in adjoining. Sine adjoining

an insert a tree in the interior of another tree it is possible to grow both sides of the tree �

1

and

tree �

2

, whih was not possible earlier with substitution alone. In summary, we have shown that

by inreasing the domain of loality we have ahieved the following: (1) lexialized eah elementary

domain, (2) introdued an operation of adjoining, whih would not be possible without the inreased

domain of loality (note that with one level trees as elementary domains adjoining beomes the

same as substitution sine there are no interior nodes to be operated upon), and (3) ahieved strong

lexialization of CFGs.

2.3 Lexialized tree-adjoining grammars

Rather than giving formal de�nitions for LTAG and derivations in LTAG we will give a simple example

to illustrate some key aspets of LTAG. We show some elementary trees of a toy LTAG grammar of

English. Fig. 7 shows two elementary trees for a verb suh as likes. The tree �

1

is anhored on likes

and enapsulates the two arguments of the verb. The tree �

2

orresponds to the objet extration

onstrution. Sine we need to enapsulate all the arguments of the verb in eah elementary tree

for likes, for the objet extration onstrution, for example, we need to make the elementary tree

assoiated with likes large enough so that the extrated argument is in the same elementary domain.
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Thus, in priniple, for eah `minimal' onstrution in whih likes an appear (for example, subjet

extration, topialization, subjet relative, objet relative, passive, et.) there will be an elementary

tree assoiated with that onstrution. By `minimal' we mean when all reursion has been fatored

away. This fatoring of reursion away from the domain over whih the dependenies have to be

spei�ed is a ruial aspet of LTAGs as they are used in linguisti desriptions. This fatoring allows

all dependenies to be loalized in the elementary domains. In this sense, there will, therefore, be no

long distane dependenies as suh. They will all be loal and will beome long distane on aount

of the omposition operations, espeially adjoining.
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Figure 9: LTAG derivation for who does Bill think Harry likes

Fig. 8 shows some additional trees. Trees �

3

, �

4

, and �

5

are initial trees and trees �

1

and �

2

are

auxiliary trees with foot nodes marked with *. A derivation using the trees in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 is

shown in Fig. 9. The trees for who and Harry are substituted in the tree for likes at the respetive

NP nodes, the tree for Bill is substituted in the tree for think at the NP node, the tree for does is

adjoined to the root node of the tree for think tree (adjoining at the root node is a speial ase of

adjoining), and �nally the derived auxiliary tree (after adjoining �

2

to �

1

) is adjoined to the indiated

interior S node of the tree �

2

. This derivation results in the derived tree for who does Bill think

Harry likes as shown in Fig. 10. Note that the dependeny between who and the omplement NP in

�

2

(loal to that tree) has been strethed in the derived tree in Fig. 10. This tree is the onventional

tree assoiated with the sentene.

However, in LTAG there is also a derivation tree, the tree that reords the history of omposition of

the elementary trees assoiated with the lexial items in the sentene. This derivation tree is shown in

Fig. 11. The nodes of the tree are labeled by the tree labels suh as �

2

together with the lexial anhor.

2

The derivation tree is the ruial derivation struture for LTAG. We an obviously build the derived

tree from the derivation tree. For semanti omputation the derivation tree (and not the derived tree)

2

The derivation trees of LTAG have a lose relationship to the dependeny trees, although there are some ruial

di�erenes; however, the semanti dependenies are the same. See [Rambow and Joshi, 1995℄
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Figure 10: LTAG derived tree for who does Bill think Harry likes

is the ruial objet. Compositional semantis is de�ned on the derivation tree. The idea is that for

eah elementary tree there is a semanti representation assoiated with it and these representations

are omposed using the derivation tree. Sine the semanti representation for eah elementary tree

is diretly assoiated with the tree there is no need to reprodue neessarily the internal hierarhy

in the elementary tree in the semanti representation [Joshi and Vijay-Shanker, 1999℄. This allows

the so-alled `at' semanti representation as well as helps in dealing with some non-ompositional

aspets as in the ase of rigid and exible idioms.

α3 α4β1

β2 α5

(likes)

(who) (think) (Harry)

(does) (Bill)

00 010

01

0 00

α2

Figure 11: LTAG derivation tree

3 Some important properties of LTAG

The two key properties of LTAG are (1) extended domain of loality (EDL) (for example, as om-

pared to CFG), whih allows (2) fatoring reursion from the domain of dependenies (FRD), thus

making all dependenies loal. All other properties of LTAG (mathematial, linguisti, and even

psyholinguisti) follow from EDL and FRD. TAGs (LTAGs) belong to the so-alled lass of mildly

ontext-sensitive grammars [Joshi, 1985℄. Context-free languages (CFL) are properly ontained in the

lass of languages of LTAG, whih in turn are properly ontained in the lass of ontext-sensitive lan-

guages. There is a mahine haraterization of TAG (LTAG), alled embedded pushdown automaton



(EPDA) [Vijay-Shanker, 1987℄,i.e., for every TAG language there is an EPDA whih orresponds to

this (and only this) language and the language aepted by any EPDA is a TAG language. EPDAs

have been used to model some psyholinguisti phenomena, for example, proessing rossed dependen-

ies and nested dependenies have been disussed in [Joshi, 1990℄. With respet to formal properties,

the lass of TAG languages enjoys all the important properties of CFLs, inluding polynomial parsing

(with omplexity O(n

6

)).

Large sale wide overage grammars have been built using LTAG, the XTAG system (LTAG

grammar and lexion for English and a parser) being the largest so far (for further details

see [XTAG Researh Group, 2001℄. In the XTAG system, eah node in eah LTAG tree is deorated

with two feature strutures (top and bottom feature strutures), in ontrast to the CFG based feature

struture grammars. This is neessary beause adjoining an augment a tree internally, while in a

CFG based grammar a tree an be augmented only at the frontier. It is possible to de�ne adjoining

and substitution (as it is done in the XTAG system) in terms of appropriate uni�ations of the top and

bottom feature strutures. Beause of FRD (fatoring reursion from the domain of dependenies),

there is no reursion in the feature strutures. Therefore, in priniple, feature strutures an be elimi-

nated. However, they are ruial for linguisti desriptions. Constraints on substitution and adjoining

are modeled via these feature strutures [Vijay-Shanker, 1987℄. This method of manipulating feature

strutures is a diret onsequene of the extended domain of loality of LTAG.

4 Stohasti TAGs (LTAGs) and extrated LTAGs

What is the relevane of LTAGs to statistial parsing? It might be thought that its added formal

power makes parameter estimation unneessarily diÆult; or that whatever bene�ts it provides|the

ability to model unbounded ross-serial dependenies, for example|are inonsequential for statistial

parsing, whih is onerned with the probable rather than the possible.

However, just as TAG is not, by itself, a omplete linguisti theory, but a formalism for speifying

linguisti theories, it should not be viewed as a statistial model but a formalism for speifying statis-

tial models. The advantage that TAG has over CFG is that it assigns riher strutural desriptions

to sentenes; spei�ally, in addition to parse trees, it assigns derivation trees (see Setion 2) on whih

features of a parsing model an be de�ned.

[Chiang, 2001, Chiang, 2000℄ gives a statistial parser based on stohasti Tree Insertion Grammars,

a variant of TAGs introdued in [Shabes and Waters, 1994℄, whih onstrains the operation of adjoin-

ing in way suh that the weak generative power is equivalent to CFGs but the strong generative power

(relevant to strutural desriptions) is stritly greater than that for CFGs. The experiments were

based on fully lexialized elementary trees and ahieves 87.6% labeled preision and 87.4% labeled

reall. These results show that one does not have to sari�e performane over lexialized PCFGs

while maintaining a more elaborate model using TAGs. [Chiang, 2001℄ also reports results on the

Chinese Treebank

3

. This involved only minor hanges to the English parser.

3

The Chinese Treebank is not part of the XTAG projet. It is a separate projet. The work is being arried out

by Fei Xia. The projet is direted by Martha Palmer. The goal of the projet is to build a large-sale high-quality

Treebank for Chinese. The �rst portion of the Treebank, whih has about 100 thousand words, was released to the

publi in 2000. Sine then, more data from various soures have been annotated. The �rst portion of the Treebank

onsists of 325 artiles from the Xinhua newswire published in 1994-1998 (the majority of these douments fous on

eonomi developments while the rest desribe general politial and ultural topis). It ontains 172 thousand hanzi

(Chinese haraters), or 100 thousand words after word segmentation.



Chiang's use of a variant of probabilisti TAG aptures the same bilexial dependenies that these

PCFG-based models do (a possibility noted early on by [Resnik, 1992, Shabes, 1992℄, but with less

notational overhead, and demonstrate that it an be used to parse with omparable auray. He

argues that the use of probabilisti TAG provides two bene�ts over PCFG: �rst, it naturally aptures

dependenies that must be enoded ad ho into a PCFG, inluding dependenies whih the PCFG-

based parsers do not apture; seond, the derivation trees a TAG parser omputes in addition to parse

trees are useful for further proessing (for example, translation or semanti interpretation)

4

[Xia et al., 2001, Xia, 2001℄ reports on an algorithm (LexTrat) that permit the extration of TAG

derivation trees from Treebanks in various languages. The algorithm uses only minimal edits to tables

of data that are loalized to eah new Treebank. The extration proess has three steps: (1) LexTrat

fully brakets eah tree in the Penn Treebank. This is beause in the Penn Treebank `modi�er'

strutures, in general, are shown as at strutures. (2) LexTrat deomposes the fully braketed

trees into a set of elementary trees of LTAG. (3) LexTrat builds the derivation tree for the fully

braketed trees. Xia also makes a omparison of the extrated grammar with the XTAG grammar

and a ross-linguisti study of extrated grammars for English, Chinese, and Korean [Xia et al., 2001℄.

[Sarkar, 2001℄ explores some new mahine learning tehniques to enable statistial parsers to take

advantage of unlabeled data. By exploiting the representation of stohasti TAG to view parsing as

a lassi�ation task, it uses a mahine learning method alled Co-Training to iteratively label new

training data for the parser, improving its performane over simply using the available amount of

labeled data. While training only on the labeled set gave a performane of 72.23% and 69.1% labeled

braketing preision and reall, the tehnique ahieves 80.02% and 79.64% labeled braketing preision

and reall using Co-Training with a labeled set of about 10K sentenes and an unlabeled set of 30K

sentenes. This is preliminary work and experiments are in progress over large datasets.

[Srinivas, 1997b, Srinivas, 1997a℄ desribes a method of partial parsing that uses loal attahment

heuristis after a probabilisti method that piks the best elementary tree for eah word in a sentene:

a tehnique termed as SuperTagging indiating the aÆnity between the problems of assigning omplex

strutures suh as trees to eah word in a sentene as ompared to the assignment of part of speeh

tags.

Prolo is urrently developing a large sale LR parser for LTAG aiming to produe a pratial LR

parser by relaxing some of the LR theoretial assumptions. He uses orpus-based statistial tehniques

to resolve parsing onits [Prolo, 2000℄. The parser is being tested on TAG grammars extrated from

the English Penn Treebank.

5 Conlusion

We have given an introdution to LTAG, emphasizing espeially the role of lexialization and how

LTAGs arise from CFGs in the proess of lexialization. This aspet of LTAGs is highly relevant to

parsing. We have then provided an overview of the XTAG projet. The two main aspets of the XTAG

projet (a) the onstrution of wide overage grammars and the extration of the grammars from

4

The following work by Hwa [Hwa, 1998℄, Harvard Univerity, is not part of the XTAG projet. We mention it

here beause it is highly relevant to the work on stohasti TAG. Hwa uses the inside-outside algorithm for stohasti

Tree Insertion Grammars de�ned in [Shabes, 1992℄ and ombines this with the use of inside-outside training from

partially braketed Treebank data [Pereira and Shabes, 1992℄. The experiments reported were onduted on the WSJ

Penn Treebank with the input to the learning algorithm being part-of-speeh tags (rather than the words themselves).

[Hwa, 1999℄ extends the partial braketing approah by suppressing various kinds of labeled brakets as a possible way

of minimizing annotation ost by reovering some labeled brakets automatially.



annotated orpora and (b) the onstrution of the assoiated parsers, provide a unique environment

for pursuing several formal, linguisti, omputational, and statistial aspets of natural language

proessing. We have also desribed some spei� e�orts, espeially those related to parsing.
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